INSTA DEFSEC OY
Insta DefSec Oy is part of the family-owned Insta Group and is a leading provider of defence and
security solutions in Finland with more than 250 experts working with security critical systems. Our
long experience in the defence and security field in combination with quality and security certified
operating practices has ensured market leadership in selected defence, public safety and information
security fields in Finland.
Insta builds information security solutions for demanding organisations, such as authorities and
security oriented enterprises, using the best tools
available on the market. Depending on the application, we use our own products or utilise our extensive technology partner network. Depending on customer needs, we deliver our solutions as products,
projects, services or a combination of these.

Our IAM solutions streamline user and access related processes, providing improved information
security and productivity. Insta provides solutions
for Identity Management, Access Management, Single Sign-On and Log management & SIEM. Insta is a
vendor independent IAM provider and our solutions
are based upon products from leading IAM vendors,
such as NetIQ.

Our PKI solutions use digital certificates to enable
applications such as secure email and networking or
web service authentication. Our CA product, Insta
Certifier, is the core of our CA services and is also distributed globally through our partner network. We
provide all knowledge and components necessary to
build and maintain a complete PKI system, including
consultation, training and security hardware, such as
smart cards and HSMs (Hardware Security Modules).
Insta is a Thales technology partner and the official
reseller of Thales security hardware products in Finland.

Insta information security consulting services ensure that systems and networks meet the security
level required by the customer. Our certified experts
are specialists in designing and building systems that
comply with information security policies and requirements, such as KATAKRI and Common Criteria.
We provide SW&HW evaluation services that help in
finding optimal solutions in terms of both security
and cost-effectiveness. We also integrate these solutions into customer networks. Our software development services include security-oriented software
architecture design and development projects.

Insta VPN solutions protect communication over
unsecured networks, enabling secure connectivity
for multi-site organisations. Our solutions are targeted for environments requiring the highest levels
of security, such as governmental and military use
as well as enterprises with security critical network
connections. Our VPN product, Insta SafeLink, has
been approved by the Finnish National Communication Security Authority (NCSA-FI) to secure up to
CONFIDENTIAL (level III) information. We use Insta
SafeLink to provide high security VPN as a service.
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